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The Remick Capital Difference:
100% Transparency in Fees
ü
ü

I charge a flat 1.25% annual fee (or less) based on the amount of money I manage for you.
All brokerage commissions, and account minimum fees for your Remick account(s) are reimbursed by me from
those fees.

Fully Discretionary Management
ü
ü
ü

While most other advisors may make investment recommendations, they almost all require your approval of
individual investments.
At Remick Capital I can make any investment for you within my disclosure guidelines at any moment. When I
see an opportunity, I can seize it without any input from you.
Typical advisors do not like this because it places more liability on them, but I believe clients come to me for
expert advice on investments and I believe flexibility and discretion is critical for success.

Aligned Interests
ü

ü

Because I manage investments with full discretion, I create a portfolio of investments for my clients that are the
same as my own personal portfolio.
I invest right alongside you; this ensures that our interests are aligned.

Complete Transparency in Reporting
ü I explicitly show composite (aggregate) performance numbers for all Remick Capital clients on my website for the
world to see. Whether my performance is strong or weak, it will be out in the open.

ü I write quarterly letters that discuss some investment holdings and thoughts on the economy. This lets you
understand my investment rationale and stay updated on it every quarter.

Fiercely Independent
ü I do not generate commissions for myself or any other financial company that I work for by selling you products.
ü I do not get paid to sell stocks that a big brokerage may need to sell, or use research to push ideas that I don’t
ü
ü

believe in.
I can choose for you any investment that I think is best, and I will always do so.
My job as your advisor is to make the best risk adjusted returns for you possible. Period.

If you value the above traits, then Remick Capital may be the Investment Advisor for you.
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